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ABSTRACT

Interest k3dtrasition metdtiputities kioticc~stti haskcreased due to their important

role in the laser activity of these materials. Moreover, recent advances in tunable solid-state

lasers and high-power semiconductor laser diode arrays have generated a strong interest in

investigating new compounds that emit in the visible and near-infrared spectral regions. In

particular, many

consequence of

investigation, the

optical studies have been devoted to Cr3+-doped fluoride crystals as a

the high quality of some Cr3+-based laser materials. In the present

low temperature emission spectra of Cr3+ ions in the hexagonal elpasolites

(kN*G and &NaG&G have been measured. Each compound has two cryst~ographica.lly

inequivalent octahedral sites for the A13+and Ga3+ ions that can be occupied by Cr3+ ions. For

both materials, the luminescence spectrum presents two zero-phonon lines accompanied by a

well-defined vibrational structure. The different peaks of the emission broadband are described

in terms of phonons of the lattice

detailed analysis of the vibrational

4T2 excited states of the [CrFb]3-

coordinates.

and normal modes of the octahedral complex [CrF6]3-. A

structure observed leads to the conclusion that the 2E and

ion are displaced along the e~, alg and probably the tzg

Keywords: Insulators, crystal and ligand fields, elpasolite, chromium, time-resolved optical

spectroscopy.
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INTRODUCTION

The interest in developing and investigating new compounds that emit in the visible and

near-infrared spectral regions is justified by recent advances in tunable solid-state lasers [1-3].

The drive for new display technologies and the fact that doping ionic crystals within transition

metals allows for the tailored design of solid state laser materials have resulted in a renewed

interest in these 3d transition metal ion-doped solid state materials [4, 5]. The unfilled 3d

electronic shell of the transition metal ions has a number of low lying energy levels, betweeri

which the optical transitions can occur and, then, generating the luminescent emission. Since

the optically active 3d electrons are on the outside of the ions, the spectroscopic properties of

the transition metal ions are strongly affected by static and dynamic properties of their

environments. So, the optical associated spectra are characterized by both sharp and broad

emission bands. These broad bands are due to the coupling between electronic transitions ~d

phonons of the host crystal. If, on the one hand, this coupling is interesting for the manufacture

of tunable solid-state lasers at room temperature, on the other hand, the extent of a crystal

phonon spectrum favors the nonradiative transitions which reduce strongly the laser efficiency.

Consequently, it

comparison with

is interesting to choose materials that have a low cutoff frequency in

the energy gap between the electronic levels of the metal transition ion. In

this case, fluoride compounds are promising candidates because they present a cutoff

frequency of phonons lower than 600 cm-l.

In the past few years, many spectroscopic studies on the fluotide perovskites doped

with metal transition

observed for the 3d 1

ions have been reported in the literature [6-8]. Although lasing has been

(Ti3+), 3d2 (Cr’+, Mn’+), 3d3 (V2+, Cr3+), 3d4 (Cr’+), 3d7 (C02+) and 3d8
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configurations (Ni2+), undoubtedly, Cr3+ has been the major 3d ion in the development of solid-

state laser materials. In a previous work [9, 10], the radiative transitions and quantum

(3ffiCi(?IICiCXof Cr3+ ions associated with different sites in C%zNaGaFGand CszN~G single

crystals were investigated by fluorescence spectroscopy. These hosts have the rhombohedral

12L-type crystal structure and belong to the R – ~tn space group [11]. The Na+ and Ga3+/A13+

cations are ordered and octahedrally surrounded by F anions. For each material, there are two

crystallographically inequivalent trivalent sites for Ga3+/A13+ions. One site, which we named

site 1, is characterized by units of (Gallj) or (~G) linked to two octahedra of (NaFG) by faces

(see Fig. 1). The site 11 is similar to site 1 except that the octahedra are linked by corners [5,

12]. In the doped material, the Cr3+ ions (ionic radius r = 0.63 ~) enter in these sites replacing

substitutionally the Ga3+ (r= 0.62 ~) or A13+(r= 0.53 & ions.

The analysis of different peaks of the emission broadband in terms of phonons of the

lattice and normal modes of the octahedral complex [CrF6]3- is interesting by existence of two

non-equivalent sites, as mentioned previously. For that reason, we present a detailed analysis

of the vibrational structure of those samples. From

values of the internal vibrational modes for each Cr3+

observed spectra, we have identified the

Site in cs2Na@d?6 and c&Ndd&
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EXPERIMENTAL

Single crystals of Cs2NaGal..,@F6 and CS2NaA11.@#6 with the nominal concentration

x = 0.005 were obtained by hydrothermal technique [13]. The fluorides were synthesized by a

dkect temperature-gradient method as a result of the reaction of aqueous solutions of CSF (30

-35 mol %) and NaF whose mole ratio CsF/NaF changed from 4.8 to 5.2 with appropriate

mixtures of oxides Ga203 and Cr203 (99.995% pure) at a temperature about 750 K, a

temperature gradient of about 2K/cm and pressures of 100-150 MPa. For the hydrothermal

experiments autoclaves with copper liners having volume of about 40 cm3 were utilized.

these conditions spontaneously nucleated crystals up to 0.5 cm3 in size were grown

Under

in the

upper region of the autoclave. The phase homogeneity of the obtained crystals and the

perfection of the crystal lattice were tested by the X-ray powder diffraction method [14]. For

spectroscopic investigations, the unoriented platelets of the crystals were used.

The high-resolution emission measurements at liquid helium temperature were done,

after excitation by the 632.8 nm line of a 5 mW He-Ne laser, with a 2061 McPherson

spectrometer equipped with a RCA C3 1034-128 photomultiplier and interfaced to a

microcomputer. The 4.2 K emission spectra were obtained with an average resolution of 1

cm-l. A Janis ST-1OO gas flow cryostat was used “k these measurements. Moreover, time-

resolved spectra were measured with the phase shift experimental technique [15].



RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Impurities in crystals, besides interacting with the crystil field, may also interact with

the vibrations of the lattices in which they are imbedded. This interaction is commonly

represented as arising from a cluster of ions next to the impurity [16]. Then, in the

&NaGa.F&Cr3+ and cS2hk@d?&Cr3+ systems the wave fimctions of the Cr3+ central ion

overlap with the wave functions of the six F nearly surrounding neighbors. This overlapping is

represented, in simplest form, by a wave fimction that can be written as the combination of

Cr3+ plus F_ contributions, which form the molecular orbital for [CrFG]3- complex. This

molecular orbital is created by Cr3+ atomic orbital 3d (tzg,eg), 4s(al~), 4P(tlu) and the anion

Iigand orbital, 2pc (al~, t~~, eg) and 2P7C(k, &, & tlg). In the oh group, it can be also

represented by rvib = al~ + e~ + tz~+ 2tl~ + tzu. This orbital admixture is more significant for the

Cr3+ ion than other 3d ions because of its stronger covalence [8]. In this section, the analysis

of the results is based on the position and intensity mechanism of the vibronic lines.

The emission measurements for CszNaG@b doped with 0.5 at. % Cr3+ at 4.2 K are

showed in Figs. 2 and 3. In these spectra” we have used the phase shift technique in order to

distinguish the zero-phonon transitions for the two Cr3+ sites. In Fig. 2, we have chosen the

phase that gives the maximum intensity for the first line on the spectrum, located at 14780

cm-l. This is the magnetic dipole allowed zero-phonon line and corresponds to 2E -+ 4A2

transition of Cr3’ ions at sites of octahedral symmetry. When we choose the phase that

eliminates the zero-phonon transition at 14780 cm-* (Fig. 3), only some lines situated at

energies lower than 14144 cm-l remain on the emission spectrum. In this case, the sharp line at

14144 cm-l is a second zero-phonon line that also corresponds to 2E + 4A2 electronic

transition. In reference [9], these results and detailed arguments of symmetry allowed to



correlate the zero-phonon lines at 14780 cm-l and 14144 cm-l with the sites 1 and 11,

respectively. Consequently, the rich vibrational structure in Fig. 3 corresponds to the Cr3+

centers in the site H. Moreover, when we compare the two spectra, we can identfi the

vibrational lines of the [CrFb]3 - complex that belong to the site 1.

It has been observed for other fluoride elpasolites containing complex anions that by far

the most intense vibronic origins are formed by the odd internal vibrations of the complex

anion [17]. The tzu(m) mode corresponds to a nonbonding orbital and must have the lowest

difference of energy among all those possible. Moreover, the o orbitals are symmetric with

respect to rotation about the bond direction while z orbitals do not present this characteristic.

So, the position in energy of the tl.(m) mode is expected to lie higher than that of the tlu(o)

mode. By considering these observations

vibronic peaks situated at 14543 (line 3),

for site 1 in

14489 (line

CkzNaGal?&k3+, the three strong

4) and 14257 cm-l (line 8) can be

assigned as t2.u(@, tlu(m) and tlu( C$ modes, respectively. We have observed another peak at

14577 cm-l (line 2) which is also attributed to t2U(@mode. In this case, we have considered the

effect of the trigonal distortion of the Cr3+ site on the normal modes of the [CrFG]3- complex.

In fact, the t irreducible representations, of the 0~ group are reduced in a + e irreducible

representations of the C3Vgroup. Therefore, t2U(@, tlU(@ and tlU(c$ modes are aflected by the

site distortion and they can have an additional degeneracy. This trigonal distortion explains the

energy splitting, about 34 cm-*, of the t2U(z) odd internal vibration.

The lines situated at

al~(d modes, respectively,

mode is primarily a bending

14459, 14347 and 14269 cm-l corresponds to the tzg(fi), e~(~ and

Of the [CrFG]3- complex in the site 1. For even vibrations, the tz~

(z) mode and its frequency is expected to lie lower than that of the

asymmetric eg stretching (o) mode, which in turn should lie below that of the symmetric alg

stretching mode. The relatively high intensity of the e~(@ line is not surprising when the



proximity of the ‘Eg and 4Tzgstates is taken into account, which increases the degree of mixing

of the energy levels. Furthermore, the observation of electric dipole allowed e~(c$ progressions

on the three odd vibronic origins (lines 9, 10 and 14) gives other evidence for this assignment.

The position of the al~(~ mode is more difilcult to locate because it is close to the tlu(c$

~brational mode. This mode is assigned to the shoulder on the high energy side of the tlu(~

vibrational origin and, as well as the e~(c$ line, this attribution can be again confirmed by the

combination of the alg(~ mode with the odd vibronic origins (lines 11, 13 and 15). For the

h~(m) mode, the position lies closer to tl~(z) than tz~(z) which agrees well with other

hexafluoride complexes previously studied [6, 18]. It is also observed that tz~(z) vibronic mode

adds on e~(c$, al~(a) and t2u(z), lines 12, 18 and 19, respectively, and probably forms

progressions with i!l.(m) and tl.(c$. These latter combinations cannot be observed because their

expected energies are located directly beneath much more intense lines. The results concerning

site 1 are summarized in Table I.

A similar analysis is accomplished for the vibronic origins of the Cr3+ ions in the site 11

of the CsZNaGaFG (see Fig. 3) and the assignment of these lines is listed in Table II. The most

significant difference in this spectrum is the disappearance of the t2~(z) mode. This can occur

because the distortion caused by the introduction of the Cr3+ ion in the site 11 is smaller than

that of the site 1. This fact is confirmed by the absence of a second line associated with the

tzu(z) mode, which appears when the trigonal effects are pronounced. As the tz~ electrons are

little affected by small changes in their environment the t2~(@ vibronic transition will be very

weik. The combinations of the al~(c$ and e~(@ modes with the odd vibronic origins (lines 7 to

11) can also be observed in this spectrum, except for the alg(c$ + t2u(z) progression. When we

use the values of the difference of energy of the two modes, this progression should be located

in 13404 cm-l, close the tl.(m) + e~(o) vibronic line. This proximity probably explains the
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enlargement of this last one.

In Fig. 4 we can observe the whole vibrational emission spectrum of &N~G doped

with 0.5 at. % Cr3+ at 4.2 K. In this spectrum the emission at 14249 cm-l (line 1) was

maximized by phase shift measurements. In fact, two zero-phonon lines are observed at 14890

cm-l and 14249 cm-l and they correspond to the Cr3+ ions in sites 1 and 11, respectively. Fig. 5

shows the vibrational lines associated with site H, when the lines of site 1 are eliminated by

phase shift., The site 1 has a lower symmetry than site 11 and, consequently, the 2E + 4AZ

transition of Cr3+ centers occurs at higher energy. Moreover, as for CszNaG@&r3+, the

comparison between Figs. 4 and 5 dso allows to distinguish the lines originated from site 1

those ilom site U. Since 2E + 4A2 electronic transition is electric dipole forbidden, the more

intense vibronic lines are associated to odd internal vibrations of the complex anion, i.e., tiu(m)

and tzu(z). As mentioned earlier, the decreasing order in frequency of the first vibronic modes

k tl~(d, alg(@, eg(d, hg(z), tl.(m) and h~(m) and, for site 1, it is based on the electronic

transition at 14890 cm-l.

The most intense internal vibration starts at the upper level t2U(z) and originates two

close lines at 14684 cm-l and 14646 cm-l, lines 2 and 3, respectively. This energy splitting is

attributed to trigonal distortion at Cr3~ site and its value is 38 cm-’. The tlU(z) transition, at

14586 cm-l (line 4), presents one splitting at 14594 cm-l. This small energy difference , about

8 cm-l, can be a trigonal distortion of the tl.(z) mode or a coupling between internal and lattice

vibrational modes. The last mode relative to odd internal vibrational transitions, tlu(c$, is

located at 14355 cm-l (line 7). Next to the tlU(@ line we can see a shoulder on the higher

energy side, at 14364 cm-l, which is assigned to the symmetric alg( @ mode. Likewise, one can

be observed another peak, located at 14556 cm-l (line 5), that corresponds to the t2~(z) mode.

Finally, the asymmetric e~(~ mode (line 6) is situated at 14447 cm-l. In Table HI, we propose
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an attribution of the 26 vibronic lines labeled in Fig. 4.

For site 11, the observed vibronic origins are listed in Table IV. This assignment is, for

higher energy modes, analogous to that shown in Table III. As for CszNaGaF&r3+ system, the

exception is the tzg(z) mode that is not observed for this site. In hexa.fluoride complexes the

energy value of this mode is close to tl.(m) [19] and its intensity is relatively low which can

mask the mode. From Tables III and IV, we can observe that the value of the difference of

energy for a given vibrational mode is very close in both sites. This fact shows that the

structure of the levels is invariant, that is, although the sites 1 and 11 have dfierent symmetry

characteristics, the emission 2E + 4A2 is the same.

degeneracy of the 4Tz (4F) and ‘E (2G) levels and as this

Both Cr3+centers occupy sites near

sample presents an absorption at 4Tz

(4F) level [10], therefore the fluorescent radiation emitted by one site could be absorbed by the

other one. In general these competitive processes can reduce the fluorescence efficiency.

When the spectra of the two Cr3+-doped hexafluorides are compared, one can verify

that the energy splitting of the t2U(@mode associated with site 1 is larger in CsZN*b than in

&2N&ki&. For site 11, this splitting also occurs in Cs2NaA1.F&Cr3+but it is not present in the

CszNaGa.F&Cr3+ spectrum. Another interesting comparison concerns the fz~(m)vibronic origin.

This mode is well-resolved in the spectrum of the aluminate (see Fig. 2) while it is partially

resolved in the gallate. Furthermore, we can observe that the positions in energy of the

transitions in &NaGaF&3+ are less energetic than those in CSzN*&r3+. These results

show that the sites occupied by Cr3+ ions have a lower symmetry in this last lattice which can

be explained by the great difference between the ionic radii of the Cr3+ and A13+,about 20%. In

the gal.late this difference is about 2%. In both Cr3+ sites of the aluminate and gallate, the high

intensity of the al~ and e~ progressions indicates that the degree of distortion of the 2E state is

much great along these coordinates. The 4T2 level is also distorted along the alg and e~

coordinates because this state is strongly mixed with the 2E level via spin-orbit interaction.



Besides, as some tzg(z) progressions are present for sites 1 of both materials, it is also

evidenced a distortion of the 2E and 4Tz levels in this coordinate which is clearly weaker than in

the other two coordinates. However, the same distortion is not observed for sites 11 of

C&Na#d&:Cr3+ and Cs2NaG@&r3+, probably, due to the higher symmetry of these sites.

These results agree well with those obtained in other hexafluoride compounds [17-20].



CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we have analyzed the vibrational transitions of the [CrFG]3-complex in

two slightly different sites of CszNaGfiG and Csfimc single crystals. For both materials,

the vibronic transitions have been identified from time-resolved emission spectra at low

temperatures. It is observed that there are only small differences between the values of the

vibrational modes of the two compounds and they agree well with the values expected on the

basis of infrared and Raman data

clearly that the sites 1 and 11 for

CszNaGd?c. Moreover, a detailed

on other hexafluoride anions. These spectra also showed

Cr3+ ions in CszN~G are more distorted than thOSe in

analysis of the vibrational structure observed leads to the

conclusion that the 21?and 4TZexcited states are displaced along the e~ and alg coordinates for

sites 1 and 11 in both materials. These states are also distorted along the tz~coordinate for site 1,

but not for site H. Additional experimental work is in progress in order to investigate the

structural properties of these lattices by neutron diffraction. Moreover, the concentration

dependence of the Cr3+ emission is being studied and it will be presented in a next article.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. . A polyhedral representation showing the connectivity between the Al& (or GaFs) and

NaF6 octahedra. The white and gray polyhedra represent ~c (or GaFG) and Nal%,

respectively, while the white and black atoms correspond to cesium and fluorine. Some of the

octahedra have been removed for clarity.

Fig. 2. Time-resolved emission spectrum of CsZNaG@c with 0.5 at % of Cr3+ at 4.2 K with a

phase shift that maximiz es the zero-phonon line at 14780 cm-l. The labeled pedcs correspond

to the vibronic emission band of the site 1 ~d their assignment is in Table I.

Fig. 3. Time-resolved emission spectrum of Cs~NaGfic with 0.5 at % of Cr3+ at 4.2 K with a

phase shift that eliminates the zero-phonon line at 14780 cm~l. The labeled peaks correspond to

the vibronic emission band of the site 11 and thek assignment is in Table II.

Fig. 4. Time-resolved emission spectrum of CszNaAlF6 with 0.5 at % of Cr3+ at 4.2 K with a

phase shift that maximiz es the zero-phonon line at 14890 cm-l. The labeled pedcs correspond

to the vibronic emission band of the site 1 and their assignment is in Table III.

Fig. 5. Time-resolved emission spectrum of CszN~b with 0.5 at % of Cr3+ at 4.2 K with a

phase shift that eliminates the zero-phonon line at 14890 cm-l. The labeled peaks correspond to

the vibronic emission band of the site H and their assignment is in Table IV.



TABLE CAPTION

Table I. Assignment of the labeled peaks for site 1 in CszNaGd?’@3+ with their energies and

~equencies.

Table II. Assignment of the labeled peaks for site 11 in C~NaGi@6:Cr3+ with their energies and

frequencies.

Table III. Assignment of the labeled peaks for site 1 in CszNaAlF6:Cr3+ with their energies and

frequencies.

Table IV. Assignment of the labeled peaks for site H in CszNaAlFG:Cr3’ with their energies and

frequencies.
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Line Energy (cm-l) AE (cm-l) Assignment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

14780

14577

14543

14489

14459

14347

14269

14257

14112

14053

14033

14017

13966

13824

13732

13620

13591

13535

13441

13193

13099

13014

0
203

237

291

321

433

511

523

668

727

747

763

814

956

1048

1160

1189

1245

1339

1587

1681

1766

zero -phonon line

t2u(@ – Cs, distortion

tzu(m)

tlu(z)

t@

eg(d

alg(@

tlu(($

t2u(@+ eg(d

tdfl) + eg(d

t2@) + alg(d

t2g(@+ eg(d ~

tlu(z) + alg(d

tdd + eg(d

tlu(c$ +ag(d

alg(d + t2u(7r)+ eg(d

alg(d + t2u(@ + eg(@ .

alg(c$ + h.(m) + eg(c$

zag(u) + ~2g(z

2alg(c$ + t2g(z) + t2u(@

2alg(~ + eg(d + t2u(z)

2alg(@ + eg(a) + tIJ@

Table I
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Line Energy (cm-l) AE (cm-*) Assignment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

14144

13928

13827

13699

13620

13605

13495

13390

13298

13259

13161

13065

12970

12850

0
216

317

445

524

539

649

754

846

885

983

1079

1174

1294

zero -phonon line

tzu(z)

tl”(fl)

eg(d

alg (d

tl.(aj

t2u(n) + eg(d

Mm) + eg(d

tlM(7c)+ C2Q(0)

2eg(@

eg(a) + tI.(dj

alg(d) + h(@

czlg(a) + h(z) + eg(c$

alg(c$ + tlu(m) + eg(d

Table II
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Line Energy (cm-l) AE (cm-l) Assignment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

14890

14684

14646

14586

14556

14447

14364

14355

14209

14148

14116

13824

13680

13620

13587

13394

13351

13280

13259

13096

0
206

244

304

334

443

526

535

681

742

774

1066

1210

1270

1303

1496

1539

1610

1631

1794

zero-phonon line

tzu(~) - Cs, distortion

tz.(z)

tlu(z)

tzg(m)

eg(dJ

alg(@

t*u(@

t2.(@ + eg(d

tlu(z) + eg(d

t2u(7@+alg(@

Md + alg(dl

alg(o) + t2u(@+ eg(d

alg(d + k(z) + eg(d

Qalg(d + t2u(70

Zalg(d + eg(d

tlu(c$ + tzg(z)

Mm)+ t2g(@+ alg(d + eg(f$

t2u(zr)+t2g(7r)+2a1g( C$

tl.(m)+2a1g(@+eg(@

Table 111



Line Energy (cm-l) AE (cm-l) Assignment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

14249

14053

14029

13939

13805

13736

13706

13609

13488

13298

13151

13068

12970

12834

12742

12642

12604

0

196

220

310

444

513

543

640

761

951

1098

1181

1279

1415

1507

1607

1645

alg(f$ + t2J@ + e~(c$

Lzlg(a)+ Zeg(c$ + t2u(7i)

L(@ + Seg(@

Table IV


